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U15 Supplemental Divisions
Given that many players will now be classified as U15 and will not be eligible for high school soccer,
MSPSP will be offering U15 play for boys and girls in BOTH the Fall and Spring seasons. The purpose of
the Supplemental Season shall be to give those players and clubs an opportunity for statewide
competitive soccer when high school (or MRL) play is not offered/available. These divisional options are
relatively new, but have been very well received. The U15 Supplemental Season shall be focused on
player development and participation, and has some U15 Supplemental division specific rules (see
below). MSPSP will register clubs (or individual teams) for the Supplemental season, and that club will
have an ‘open’ team within the Supplemental division (ie, Michigan Jaguars HS Open). Generally, a club
will utilize 1 supplemental team, as there are no roster requirements and unlimited club passcarding.
U15 Supplemental Season:
The Primary U15 Season will be unchanged and occur opposite of the High School Season.
U15 Boys Primary Season- Spring
U15 Girls Primary Season- Fall
The ‘Supplemental Season’ will be offered the same season as the high school soccer season:
U15 Boys Supplemental Season- Fall
U15 Girls Supplemental Season- Spring
There is no P1 > P2 > C1 > C2 structure in U15 Supplemental; only Supplemental Red, Yellow, etc, and
these divisions are not higher / lower than one another.
The Supplemental Season shall follow the same Rules and Regulations as the primary season with the
following exceptions:
- The season will be limited to 8 games per team.
- There will be no minimum roster size. Clubs will register for spots in the Supplemental Season.
- Clubs will be required to submit player contracts for only those players who are participating in the
Supplemental Season.
- Club passcarding to U15 Supplemental divisions shall be unlimited (from eligible divisions).
- The standings for the Supplemental Season will NOT directly impact the divisions of the Primary U15
Season.
- Clubs will have the option to play small-sided games on a match-to-match basis (if agreed upon by the
coaches during the scheduling period).
- Registration fees will remain unchanged. $550.00 for new teams and $200.00 for returning teams that
played in the previous season (50% or more of roster from fall = returning team)
Small-side games can take place on smaller fields (that have COI and are safe for use), or utilize a fullsize field (not advised). Reschedule rules apply if you desire to change fields / facilities.
The registration / enrollment process for U15 Supplemental is the same as the other divisions’
registration, and follows the same schedule.

